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QOLDEN POINT EXPLORATIONS
Work Progress Report.

During the 1990 field season a limited exploration program was undertaken 
to Investigate two gold geochemical east-west striking anomoUes on two of 
the most easterly patented claims (6247 and 5248) and claims SSM 992236 
and SSM 992235 staked claims.

Initially a detailed geochemical survey was undertaken, over Intermediate 
grid lines to outline the anomolous areas, then a detailed geological 
survey was undertaken over the same areas to check for outcrops with gold 
values. In the outcrops encountered a highly faulted east-west striking 
mineralized zone was outlined and a small shaft with various quartz-veins 
was located on the west end of the zone and on patented claim 6247. Gold 
values up to 0.089 oz/ton gold was encountered 1n Initial grab samples 
takan on quartz sulfide zones during the geological work.

To further explore the zone, the anomolous areas on the zone should be 
stripped and possibly diamond drilled.

A small bulk sample program was undertaken on the Number 2 and Number 3 
vein systems on patented claim 34924.

Samples were taken using a gas powered rock saw In Trenches 17, 18A, 186, 
21 on vein #2 and 1n trench 7W on vein f3. See Trench Plan West Sheet. 
Various cuts were made at each location, where good gold values were 
encountered by previous work.

The samples were then sent as one bulk sample to Kidd Creek smelter 1n 
Timmins for analysis. The average gold content of the sample was 70 grams 
per ton and the silica content was 753;.

This small scale bulk sample program provided much needed Information as 
to the consistency of gold values on surface. Future work will Involve 
exploring the vein structures at depth by diamond drilling and possibly an 
underground bulk sample.

Steven Babcock 
Vice President
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OOH 88-06-45 
Az, 330

DDH 88-07-60 
Az, 330*

DOH 88-08-45 , Az 336 
ODH 88-09-60', Az. 3^6

y DDH B8-M-45 
Az 235

Channel Sample 8cm wide, 2.5cm deep 

Tr-6 Trench Number

Surveyed BenchmarK

O Drill Hole Collar showing Horizontal 
Distance and Inclination

Az 322 Azimuth of Hole 
SOUK

Total Area Cleared = 15,964 square metres 

Total Area Stripped r 5,208 square metres 

Total Volume of Trenches Blasted = 245 Cubic metres

Total Footage Drilled = 1.594 feet
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